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Method: subsamples
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• find uniform background regions

• indication of environment column 
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contrastΔNH

✦ Background (environment) column 
density

✦ Differential column density between 
filaments and their background

✦ Threshold are chosen at median 
values
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Results: filaments vs Bbkg
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Results: filaments vs Bbkg

𝛟bkg𝜽fil

But disappears for high-
contrast filaments
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Results: filaments vs Bbkg

Nearby MCs (d< 500 pc) 

Relative orientation changes in dense gas

𝛟bkg𝜽fil
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Results: filaments & clumps vs Bfil

Filaments are // to Bfil

Clumps are either // 
or ⟘ to Bfil in high 
contrasted filaments
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low preferential alignment 
in high-contrast filaments

results in three studied 
filaments are consistent 
with Planck XXXIII 2015

Results: Bbkg vs Bfil
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Low-density environment: B fields & 
Turbulence

high contrast (evolved): gravity

Low High

mostly // no tendency

Low mostly // mostly ⟘

High no tendency no tendency

nH mostly // ~ mostly ⟘

NH bkg
∆NH

All

High-density environment: Gravity is 
significant

low contrasted (less evolved) 
filaments: + B fields

high contrast (evolved) filaments:  
+ turbulence

Bbkg
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Low High

mostly // no tendency

Low mostly // mostly ⟘

High no tendency no tendency

nH mostly // ~ mostly ⟘

NH bkg
∆NH

All

in clumps?

Low High

// + ⟘ // + ⟘

Low mostly // no tendency

High mostly ⟘ mostly // 

NH bkg
∆NH

AllClump areas should be taken into account 
in filament studies

Things may be different in clumps

Bbkg
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B field in the filament evolution? 

Coupling between magnetic field and matter in clumps and 
filaments during their evolution

Gravity, Turbulence, B fields in filaments? 

∆NH Low High

// // + ⟘
Low High

Low // less //
High less // no tendency

NH bkg
Low High

Low // //
High // //

NH bkg
∆NH

Bfil

Filaments vs Bfil Clumps vs Bfil Bbkg vs Bfil



Conclusions and perspectives

At intermediate scales between molecular clouds and cores, 
Planck satellite reveals new insights on the role of B fields in 
evolution of ISM

The interplay between the B fields and filaments, clumps is 
strong: however, need detailed analysis to determine the 
evolutionary stage

Polarization data in clumps brings information on both the 
magnetic field structure and dust properties

Further statistical observations are needed to characterize the 
range of scales and densities for which the magnetic fields 
have a significant impact


